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Back to Basics: Radio Communication 
Using the radio (for ATC and non-towered operations) is something we do every day, but we don’t 
always do it well. In the interest of radio proficiency, let’s review a few of the basics. The first basic 
rule is listening first. Jumping on a frequency when someone else is transmitting, is not only bad 
form but it can also cause operational issues. Listen first!! At busy times this can take a lot of 
discipline, as it may be difficult to find a time to transmit. Try as we might, at busy times, it’s easy 
to interrupt someone inadvertently. 
 
For most cases, when initiating a call to ATC you 
state the four W’s: 
 

• Who you are calling 
• Who you are 
• Where you are 
• What you want 

 
Let’s compare two ways of communicating. 
Here’s the first.  
 
You: “Manassas Ground, CAP4527 with 
BRAVO, at Dulles Aviation, ready for taxi.” 
Ground: “CAP4527 taxi 16 Left via ALPHA, hold 
short.” 
You: “Taxi 16 Left via ALPHA, hold short 
CAP4527.” 
 
Here’s the second. 
 
You: “Manassas Ground, CAP4527.” 
Ground: “CAP4527, Manassas Ground, go 
ahead.” 
You: “Manassas Ground, CAP4527 with BRAVO, at Dulles Aviation, ready for taxi.” 
Ground: “CAP4527 taxi 16 Left via ALPHA hold short” 
You: “Taxi 16 Left via ALPHA, hold short CAP4527.” 
 
The point is that the first way takes up less time and is more efficient. It’s also what ATC normally 
expects whether you are on the ground or in the air. There may be sometimes when you do the 
second version, especially if ATC is busy and your request is complex. However, most of the time 
ATC is listening. You can put your initial call and request in the same transmission.  
 
When receiving a directive from ATC, you must read back the directive part, preferably in the 
order it was given, although, that is not strictly required. In the above example, just responding 
with “Roger” or some other abbreviated response is not acceptable. You don’t have to read back 
altimeter settings, wind direction or anything not directive. In fact, it’s bad form to do so as it clogs 
up the frequency. 
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Here are a few more to emphasize what to read back and what not to read back.  
 
“N12345, Centennial Tower, cleared for takeoff runway 17L, winds 200 15 gusting 25.” 
“Tower, N12345 cleared for takeoff runway 17L.” is correct. Repeating the “winds” is not 
necessary. Responding “Cleared for takeoff” will likely result in your takeoff clearance being 
cancelled. They need to hear the call sign and the runway. 
 
“N12345 Martinsburg Tower, cleared for takeoff runway 26 at ECHO One”.  
“Tower, N12345 cleared for takeoff runway 26” is not correct. You must repeat back the 
intersection. 
 
One bad habit I hear all the time is traffic in the pattern making unsolicited position reports.  
“Tower, N12345 midfield downwind”. Unless the tower asks for position reports, don’t make 
them. And when the pattern is busy its downright obnoxious. Tower can see you, has you on 
radar, has you on ADS-B. They know you are midfield downwind. Making unsolicited calls just 
blocks the frequency with no value added other than irritating the controller. Unless requested 
by the tower, don’t do it! 

 
  
 
Efficiency is the key to good communications. That means use as few words as possible while 
still being clear and precise. For example, when you are handed off from one controller to another, 
it’s better to say “Atlanta Center, CAP4513, Six thousand” rather than “Atlanta Center, CAP4513, 
level at six thousand.” They see you at six thousand, they know you are level, they just need you 
to confirm your altitude. 
 
Efficiency is not just about using as few words as possible; it’s about getting inside ATC’s brain 
and thinking about what they need to know and what they don’t. Let’s look at the case where you 
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have filed an IFR flight plan from a non-towered airport but choose to depart VFR and get your 
clearance in the air which typically is much more efficient than getting it on the ground and waiting 
for a release (weather permitting). 
 
Once in the air, you may call ATC like this: “Potomac, CAP4524, instruments to Richmond.” This 
tells them who you are and what you want but leaves out some important information the ATC 
needs. The likely response is “Uh, CAP4524, are you in the air or on the ground and where exactly 
are you?” Not a great start. Or worse still, ATC will assume you are on the ground and start 
reading your clearance to you and give you a release time not knowing you are already in the air. 
Try this instead: “Potomac, CAP4524, 5 miles south of Culpeper Airport, climbing VFR, 
instruments to Richmond.” Now it’s clear you are in the air, where you are and that you departed 
VFR and now wanting your IFR clearance. Don’t add stuff they don’t need, such as “Potomac, 
CAP4524, 5 miles south of Culpeper Airport, climbing VFR through two thousand at 90 knots, 
heading 180, instruments to Richmond.” Lest ATC respond “CAP4524 why don’t you tell me your 
birthday, wife’s name, and number of children as well?” 
 
When communicating at non towered airports, we want to be efficient and leave as much radio 
time to others as possible. Unlike ATC, your local traffic may or may not have great listening skills 
so beware. Here are several radio calls that can be unnecessary: 
 
“Leesburg traffic, Grumman Tiger 20951, taxing from the ramp to runway 17, Leesburg Traffic.”  
 
If no one else is taxiing and you have a clear view of the taxiway, this is an unnecessary call.  No 
one cares at a non-towered airport about taxi traffic normally. It’s a nuisance call and only takes 
time away from traffic in the pattern that really needs to tell you where they are. However, if there 
are other aircraft taxiing or you can’t see the entire taxiway, it may be a good idea. Instructors will 
often have their students make calls on the ground just to practice radio skills. Use your judgment. 
 
An unnecessary call is calling your left crosswind leg after takeoff. All other legs should be called, 
but not the crosswind after takeoff, unless you are turning to a crosswind opposite the traffic 
pattern. After takeoff, a straight-out departure or left crosswind is the standard and is assumed 
(see the AIM). You don’t need to call it, unless you are making a nonstandard departure (e.g., a 
right-hand departure when the pattern is left traffic). 
 
There is the dreaded “Any traffic in the pattern, please advise.” First, everyone should be 
monitoring the CTAF and should know where everyone is. Second, if all 15 planes in the pattern 
really responded to the call, everyone would be stepping on everyone, and no one would be able 
to figure out who is where. So never use this call. Announce your position and intentions instead 
and then just “look” and listen. Always SEE and AVOID. Not everyone has a radio! 
 
And how about this one? “Mason County, N12345 is clear of the active.” There is no “active” at a 
non-towered airport. Remember, the runway is at the pilot’s discretion and someone inbound five 
miles away listening to this call has no idea which runway at Mason County is the “active.” The 
proper call might be “Mason County, N1234, clear of runway 25.” This tells everyone you are off 
the runway and provides a hint to inbound traffic that runway 25 might be the runway to plan on. 
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When approaching a non-towered airport, it is a good idea to call about 10 miles out (this varies 
with aircraft and airport but is a good rule of thumb). It’s far enough out that it provides notice to 
everyone that you will be in the pattern soon but not so far out that it’s a nuisance call. Be sure to 
provide an indication of your location such as “Williamsburg traffic, CAP4521, a Cessna 172, 10 
miles to the northwest, inbound, Williamsburg.” Giving your altitude, airspeed, and date of birth is 
usually not helpful, unless of course it happens to be your birthday. Sometimes you’ll hear a call 
such as “Culpeper traffic, CAP4521, a Cessna 172, over the radomes, inbound, Culpeper.” In 
general, only calling out a local waypoint (which the locals all know about) isn’t a good idea, as 
there may be some folks in the air that have no idea where the radomes are. However, you could 
satisfy both by calling “Culpeper traffic, CAP4521, a Cessna 172, 3 miles to the southeast, over 
the radomes, inbound, Culpeper.” 
 
If you are making a practice approach to a non-towered airport, make your calls comprehensible 
to VFR pilots. “Cochran Traffic, N12345 inbound COSA” may mean something to an IFR pilot 
familiar with the RNAV 11 approach but is meaningless to VFR traffic. A better call would be 
“Cochran Traffic, N12345, 12 miles northwest, inbound, Cochran.” Now everyone knows where 
you are.   
 
Finally, remember that there is no requirement to make any calls at a non-towered airport (unless 
of course, you fly in the DC SFRA Leesburg Maneuvering Area). So, always be on the lookout for 
the Piper Cub with no radio or more typically, someone in the pattern making all the right calls but 
on the wrong frequency (don’t ask me whether I’ve done this or not). 
 

Flying Alaska (Maj J. Gibertoni AKWG) 
I’ve been flying in Alaska since the mid-seventies. You can pick me out at the airport easily (grey 
hair, hearing aids, eyeglasses, portly, and kind of slow). The question I get from the pilots outside 
is “What’s it like to fly in Alaska?” It’s the holy grail of aviation, second to none! It’s the biggest 
shiniest nugget in any aviation bucket list!  
 
Most curious pilots arrive by airliner, some 
by flying their own plane. Any very 
airworthy well-maintained aircraft will 
do. My home is Fairbanks. Sometimes I 
throw them in my C206 and take them for 
a ride. Within minutes, they are blown 
away by what they see. In every direction 
“they run out of eyeball”. Literally! To 
understand this, you need to Google that 
picture on the internet of Alaska 
superimposed map over the lower 48 (2/3) 
of the lower 48. 
 
Navigating Alaska 
Flying in Alaska is significantly different today than in the 70’s. Back then we flew from VOR/ADF 
to VOR/ADF ground base stations. Few of us had LORAN navigation (which came with its own 
issues and anomalies). The VOR and ADF were very reliable back then. Then came GPS. Life 
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got better as we no longer needed to travel the airways only, so to speak. Just push-de-button 
(>D<). We learned all about GPS direct, no more circuitous routes to get somewhere. 
 
Then once upon a time the fairy gods of aviation promised us this new system. Words like 
Capstone, Next Gen, WAAS, LAAS , and ADS-B appeared. We were promised a wedding cake! 
But we got a Twinkie instead. Do not get sucked into the idea that we have the infrastructure of 
the lower 48. Nothing could be further from the truth. Before you travel to Alaska you must 
understand the disparity between the government supplied navigation aids and communication 
systems for aviation in the lower 48 and Alaska. It's apples and oranges.  
 
ADFs are few and far 
between when they work. I 
have an ADF receiver, and it 
will leave my plane’s panel 
on the tenth of Never! FAA 
is on a mission to get rid of 
them. (Ed note: ADFs can 
also receive commercial AM 
radio stations and can be 
used to navigate even if no 
FAA ADF transmitters are 
around. It will also be useful 
after the apocalypse 
because no power on earth 
can shut down an AM country music station). Some VORs are available. It is not unusual for some 
of them to be in-op for numerous reasons. There seems to be no sense of urgency to repair them. 
 
I use an IPAD and Foreflight with a Stratus 3. Clearly a much-desired improvement over what we 
had 40 years ago. I recommend it. Cell towers could be hundreds of miles away. Thirty miles out 
of Fairbanks International Airport (PAFA) you might want to shut your cell phone off as it will be 
hours before another cell phone tower is within range. Also, it may not work for you for an out-of-
state call. Welcome to the Alaska communication system. 
 
ADS-B has been a disappointment to me in Alaska to say the least! I have a uAvionix tail-cone 
unit and I like it. Alaska never received enough ADS-B ground stations. I’ve been notified that the 
government has acknowledged this deficiency and promised another 11 (of the 36 needed) new 
ADSB ground station soon. 
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The number of GA Aircraft with ADSB installed in Alaska is about 17% (depending on who’s doing 
the counting). Now do not run with that number, here’s the catch! 

• Some have ADS-B “in” only 
• Some have ADS-B “out” only 
• Some have ADS-B “in and out” 

 
I have ADS-B in and out on my C206. I fly just shy of 200 hours a year. My experience is that 
ADS-B traffic function alerts me to “SOME” of the traffic and can be seen “SOME” of the time. Not 
to be confused with “ALL” the traffic “ALL” the time! 
 
Mid airs are an issue up here. Sadly, in 2019 32 people were killed in GA in Alaska (both 135 and 
Part 91). Alaska’s population is about 750,000 so compare those losses to other states. Most of 
our airstrips are non-towered with chaotic ancestral worship customs of airport decorum, sanction 
by our local government and the gods of Alaskan Aviation. 
 
ADS-B is not a silver bullet solution. Far from it. However, it’s a lot better than nothing and a lot 
better than 30 years ago. The AIM calls for five calls to CTAF for landing and four calls taking off. 
I find that very good advice in Alaska given 95% of our airports are non-towered and ruled by 
tribal local knowledge. 
 
Alaska has about 100 villages communities and most have an airstrip. Most are not paved. Most 
have an instrument approach of some questionable value. Over 85% of those approaches are 
not allowed at night. Come June 20th you have 20 hours daylight so it’s not such a big problem. 
Come December 20th you have 4 hours of light. Big problem. Flying in Northern Alaska in deep 
winter months is a big girl or boys’ game, however that’s the best time to view northern lights. 
Consider hiring a local Part 135 for this flying that has a lot of experience. There about three 
dozen Navajos you can hire up here. 
 
Generally, there are no services whatsoever at those airstrips. Notice I said airstrips, not airports. 
Pay attention to the chart supplement as it’s very important. Those strips sometimes have 
NOTAMs. However, it is rare to have anyone living there capable of creating a NOTAM. Do not 
expect airports to have current NOTAMs for every anomaly. Not going to happen. Better to fly 
over and inspect before landing.  
 
Weather 
The weather reporting system in Alaska, for the most part, is poor. We need about 48 more ASOS, 
AWOS or reporting stations. The government says SOON. We also have some online weather 
cams but far too few. I approach all weather forecasts up here with a large dose of skepticism – 
60% to 70% correct seems to be the norm, but weather in Alaska can be a challenge to accurately 
predict. With hundreds of miles between villages sometimes without PIREPs, you can easily be 
trapped in very bad “un-forecasted” weather. I still get caught by weather, make no mistake about 
it. All things considered (VFR into IMC, icing, and CFIT), it is very easy to get caught up in Alaska’s 
weather 12 months a year! By the way, I have been and still am a CAP SAR mission pilot after 
23 years. 
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Here’s the big picture from a SAR mission pilot. Folks go out to the wilds of Alaska in boats, hiking, 
ATV, aircraft and so forth at the beginning of good weather. Then they try and come back to 
civilization at the beginning of bad weather. That’s when the SAR people are called upon to find 
them at the beginning of bad weather. Weather in Alaska can be very sinister. No pilot can 
overcome it, you must bypass it. Do not walk away from a FSS briefing in Alaska with the feeling 
“I can take this info to the bank”. Those briefers are doing their best but everything they tell you 
is based on a poor infrastructure of weather gathering. These great people are trying to do their 
best based on very sparse information. We need another 42 AWOS or ASOS. The real good info 
is from PIREPS.  Ask for PIREPs every time! And don’t forget to give your PIREPs every hour or 
at any change in condition to the FSS. Keep in mind you are lucky if you can raise FSS in Alaska 
60% of the time! They simply do not have enough RCO’s. 
 
Preparation 
Because of Alaska’s lack of weather reporting and poor infrastructure, the preflight and 
preparation becomes even more important.  Do not fly up here without doing diligence to all 
phases of Alaskan flight. How about this, help me (the SAR pilot) help you to be found. File a flight 
plan. IFR or VFR include enough waypoints so we know where you might be. If you have a SPOT 
push it every 30 minute or get and use spidertracks. Also note these devices in the remarks 
section of flight plan to FSS.  Check in with a local CFI before you fly and let him critique your 
plan. Do your own homework. Do not fly your plane to an area that exceeds either your plane or 
your performance capabilities. I find my POH to be my bible for my plane. I have got almost 4000 
hours in just my current plane, and I still refer to the POH. 
 
Leave the stupid schedule home, “got to get there” sickness never works anywhere and especially 
Alaska. Plan on being shut down for days. I call it float in my schedule. 
 
Getting there 
I suggest you fly straight up to Fairbanks. After crossing the border from Canada, you will have to 
land at Northway Airport (PAOR) which has a paved big runway for customs. There is no fuel or 
services there but it’s 35 miles more to Tok Junction Airport (PFTO) which has a paved narrow 
runway. It has food, a hotel and fuel adjacent to airport. Fill up! 
 
You need to spend hours looking at the Alaskan Sectional and make notes before you leave 
home. As you head to PFTO you can see no less than 25 different MOAs or restricted areas on 
your course. Eielson Air Force Base is home to 52 F-35s, 12 KC-135 aerial refuelers, and 12 F-
16s. Not to mention Elmendorf AFB in Anchorage, which has 32 F-22 Raptors and 24 F-15s plus 
jumbo military aircraft. Oh yeah, I almost forgot Ladd Field, which is 8 miles from PAFA. It’s known 
as Fort Wainwright and is home to 25 Blackhawks, 20 Chinooks, 24 Apaches, and a Gray Eagle 
unmanned aircraft.  Eielson is home to Red Flag (USAF equivalent to Navy Top Gun). Plus, 
maybe 50 other NATO aircraft from all over the world. Don’t worry at the speed they’re going you’ll 
never see them coming!  
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You will see this note on the sectional: “Special use air- space SUAIS 125.3/126.3.” Use it. Call 
before entering MOAs. Do not even go near the restricted area when it’s hot! How do you know 
when it’s hot? Contact them by phone or radio. The Air Force made it easy. Look in the sectional 
for this note again before you get there. Again — prepare and preflight! FSS can give you a phone 
number and brief you too!  
 
On to Fairbanks (PAFA). At PAFA they have nice campground spots just for little guys with props. 
It comes with tent areas, pavilion, camp sites, fire pits with firewood, picnic tables, outhouses, 
showers, bicycles for rent, a Fred Meyer grocery store 1/2 mile away, and so forth. Use PAFA as 
your hub. On good days you can fly any direction you want. On bad days, you can explore 
Fairbanks. There’s plenty to see!  
 
Articles for the National Stan Eval Newsletter:  
These articles have been written to present ideas, techniques, and concepts of interest to CAP 
aircrews rather than provide any direction. The articles in this newsletter should in no way be 
considered CAP policy. We are always looking for brief articles of interest to CAP aircrews to 
include in this newsletter. CAP has many very experienced pilots and aircrew who have useful 
techniques, experiences, and tips to share. Please send your contribution to 
stephen.hertz@vawg.cap.gov. You can view past issues here. 
  

mailto:stephen.hertz@vawg.cap.gov
https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/programs/emergency-services/aircraft-operations/standardization--evaluation-newsletters
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 FAA Safety Team | Safer Skies Through Education 

FAAST Blast — New FAA Fact Book, Preflight After Maintenance, Flight Check – Please Keep Your Distance 
Notice Number: NOTC2618 

FAAST Blast — Week of Sep 19, 2022 – Sep 25, 2022 
Biweekly FAA Safety Briefing News Update  
  

FAA Launches New Interactive Fact Book 

Calling all aviation enthusiasts! Interested in uncovering facts about the world of aerospace? From 
air traffic to commercial space transportation to drones, check out our new interactive FAA Fact 
Book, a one-stop shop for data, facts & visualizations. For example, did you know that Florida has 
the most certificated pilots in the U.S. with more than 75,000? Or that there are  more than 6,000 
heliports in the U.S. and 13 balloon ports? Read more about the FAA Fact Book here: 
faa.gov/newsroom/faa-fact-book 

Advanced Preflight After Maintenance 

Did you know that maintenance-related problems are one of the most deadly causes of accidents in 
general aviation? Contributing to this is a pilot’s failure to identify maintenance discrepancies 
because of a lack of knowledge and improper techniques used during the preflight of the aircraft. 
Learn how an advanced preflight can help you become more aware of all the safety-related data on 
your aircraft, and focus on a more detailed approach to your preflight inspection in our latest 
Fly Safe topic here medium.com/faa/advanced-preflight-after-maintenance-196e847b9f07. You can 
also watch our 57 Seconds to Safer Flying video on the subject here.   

Flight Check – Please Keep Your Distance 

Ever wonder what goes into the process to inspect our nation’s complex air navigation systems? 
Perhaps you’ve heard the “Flight Check” call sign and/or noticed an aircraft flying a non-standard 
traffic pattern, making low passes, or flying many large arcs over an open field. While these 
maneuvers may appear strange to the casual observer, for the folks at FAA’s Flight Program 
Operations team, these are highly calculated operations used to support their flight inspection 
mission and ensure NAS integrity.  To learn more about what Flight Check does, and how it matters 
to you, check out the article “Flight Check – Please Keep Your Distance” at 
https://medium.com/faa/flight-check-please-keep-your-distance-7f4c2cfc02d2. 

Produced by the FAA Safety Briefing editors, www.faa.gov/newsroom/faa-safety-briefing-
magazine   
Address questions or comments to: SafetyBriefing@faa.gov 
Follow us on Twitter @FAASafetyBrief or https://twitter.com/FAASafetyBrief 

 

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fu7061146.ct.sendgrid.net%2Fls%2Fclick%3Fupn%3D4tNED-2FM8iDZJQyQ53jATUVPEBJpIUYsxlfhMoJcA-2FiZJZAacg0gGkEZFyRbyDkrGaJ7N2R84KtLaEyBOWU24QjyLUUNFM6JQDkHXbJ0i1xdA2LGWM3ElpyzU5LKc2lrqYsMt_cGe9W5K-2FCqFb2N07halzpCR3ROmf1zoa2-2B-2FDTDp8PsIb0KtAiFNxR7IHG-2B4YAUFW5HBiYAUZZeFWe50uHZKFrECjY9uRysTCwXJj9rrhLIEJDyABHbXHuC0Do3LLfOaP-2FzOj0ZkpafZPV0r7M2j-2Bo8Mzh4RQV-2FQBOSkTEygWqRLE4gifLGJyQGVt1bfo2DvHzbQ1MSGgpVY7vDzpmDDso-2BhNzp5c-2B9PQMaXSDnhKSSpUl9urNQie7HHzZPNdUTJZClc2PqF45tP4je5pJCrTGi7QCTz0-2F112F5SCPj5x1-2BmSLlOWX2sc3MgxU9gHNbRrhGs7WcDLRM0HfARNjqk-2BYIYnBpZwicQoEocx7TFGhV4-3D&data=05%7C01%7Cmmoyer%40capnhq.gov%7Ce74a8efe901446b86aec08da9d331d6e%7C129b30109044450bb1593efcda34a513%7C0%7C0%7C637995140113648788%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=MiRlzNUvMAO0qSwnIf%2BqazDr9BxADnLuaYUvET2STDI%3D&reserved=0
https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fu7061146.ct.sendgrid.net%2Fls%2Fclick%3Fupn%3D4tNED-2FM8iDZJQyQ53jATUVPEBJpIUYsxlfhMoJcA-2FiZJZAacg0gGkEZFyRbyDkrGaJ7N2R84KtLaEyBOWU24Qg9GvosY2RloNbvvm6Hd-2FQBeXzKlZppIiaqu-2BRwMTSj19SqqAoOhoGpPS33GSg6ONw-3D-3DkgQH_cGe9W5K-2FCqFb2N07halzpCR3ROmf1zoa2-2B-2FDTDp8PsIb0KtAiFNxR7IHG-2B4YAUFW5HBiYAUZZeFWe50uHZKFrECjY9uRysTCwXJj9rrhLIEJDyABHbXHuC0Do3LLfOaP-2FzOj0ZkpafZPV0r7M2j-2Bo8Mzh4RQV-2FQBOSkTEygWqRLE4gifLGJyQGVt1bfo2DvHzbQ1MSGgpVY7vDzpmDDso2HIXLVCnU2-2Bo7M92-2BKMi-2F9B4cvWggqlVDDn7-2F1wqAil63-2F0-2Fx9-2BxijZf0Elfqs3Z6HCqZjYAU8ekBZf4ehmLb49SuPPNGZAxtRAHpfW7lmyEJ-2BKpFUqsWwEo2BIwrDQJJKIReBt7NGWRvk4J-2Fi9vxs-3D&data=05%7C01%7Cmmoyer%40capnhq.gov%7Ce74a8efe901446b86aec08da9d331d6e%7C129b30109044450bb1593efcda34a513%7C0%7C0%7C637995140113805015%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=YVufB8GQkojgssU%2Fzh4WEUfS6TZhs9A6LtywbSFz2CQ%3D&reserved=0
https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fu7061146.ct.sendgrid.net%2Fls%2Fclick%3Fupn%3D4tNED-2FM8iDZJQyQ53jATUVPEBJpIUYsxlfhMoJcA-2FiZJZAacg0gGkEZFyRbyDkrGaJ7N2R84KtLaEyBOWU24Qg9GvosY2RloNbvvm6Hd-2FQBeXzKlZppIiaqu-2BRwMTSj19SqqAoOhoGpPS33GSg6ONw-3D-3DkgQH_cGe9W5K-2FCqFb2N07halzpCR3ROmf1zoa2-2B-2FDTDp8PsIb0KtAiFNxR7IHG-2B4YAUFW5HBiYAUZZeFWe50uHZKFrECjY9uRysTCwXJj9rrhLIEJDyABHbXHuC0Do3LLfOaP-2FzOj0ZkpafZPV0r7M2j-2Bo8Mzh4RQV-2FQBOSkTEygWqRLE4gifLGJyQGVt1bfo2DvHzbQ1MSGgpVY7vDzpmDDso2HIXLVCnU2-2Bo7M92-2BKMi-2F9B4cvWggqlVDDn7-2F1wqAil63-2F0-2Fx9-2BxijZf0Elfqs3Z6HCqZjYAU8ekBZf4ehmLb49SuPPNGZAxtRAHpfW7lmyEJ-2BKpFUqsWwEo2BIwrDQJJKIReBt7NGWRvk4J-2Fi9vxs-3D&data=05%7C01%7Cmmoyer%40capnhq.gov%7Ce74a8efe901446b86aec08da9d331d6e%7C129b30109044450bb1593efcda34a513%7C0%7C0%7C637995140113805015%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=YVufB8GQkojgssU%2Fzh4WEUfS6TZhs9A6LtywbSFz2CQ%3D&reserved=0
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